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Speed dating: CS + Ling
Who you gonna call?
Sponsors

- U.S. National Science Foundation
  Documenting Endangered Languages program

- Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada

- Sponsoring agencies of various participating researchers

- Substantial organizational support from the ICLDC organizers and the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Organizing Committee

- Antti Arppe (University of Alberta)
- Jeff Good (University at Buffalo)
- Mans Hulden (University Colorado at Boulder)
- Jordan Lachler (University of Alberta)
- Alexis Palmer (University of North Texas)
- Lane Schwartz (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Association for Computational Linguistics

- Association for Computational Linguistics
  ACL 2017 in Vancouver (July 30 -- Aug 4)

- Regional ACL conferences in North America (NAACL), Europe (EACL), and Asia-Pacific (IJCNLP); in addition Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP)

- Computational Linguistics (CL) and Transactions of the ACL (TACL) journals

- 19 ACL Special Interest Groups (including phonology, morphology, and parsing):
  https://www.aclweb.org/portal/sigs
- This workshop (including schedule):
  http://altlab.artsrn.ualberta.ca/computel-2

- Proceedings:
  http://aclweb.org/anthology

- These slides:
  https://github.com/dowobeha/computel2
Thank you. Now let's do it.

Iyamsiqanaghanla. Ukughsi enta.

i.'jam.si.'qa:.na.'xa:.le'k u.'kux.sii enta